DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY
PRODUCTION LINE

Core content and
specialist knowledge:
Revise and practice
exam papers in
preparation for your
final exam in DT.

FINAL
GCSE
EXAM

NEA

Make:
Create jigs and templates to
create your biplane.
What makes a commercially
viable outcome?

Unit 7
Make:
Use a wide range
of skills, materials
and processes to
develop your
unique product.

YEAR
YEAR

10

Research &
Development
Research a
contextual
challenge &
identify a
design
opportunity

Make:
Use a wide range of
tools and processes to
produce your final
product

BIPLANE
PROJECT

UNITS 1-3
THEORY
CONTENT

Design:
Focus your idea on the
work of the
Montessori movement
and promoting child
development.

11

UNITS 4-6
THEORY
CONTENT

Make:
Addition processes &
wood joints. Using skills
to develop high quality
craftsmanship product.

Design:
Practicing Isometric projection,
rendering skills, orthographic
projections and Fusion 360.

CREATIVE
DRIVE

Sources and origins of
polymers.
Environmental impacts
of polymers.

Make:
Can you make an accurate
product using machines and
tools independently?

Evaluate:
What skills have you developed?
Test your product and consider
how you would improve it.

JOINERS
TOOLBOX

YEAR

9

MICROLAMP

PROJECT
Design:
Isometric projection
& CAD development

tRACKS
PROJECT

Evaluate:
Does your product
work? How can you
fix problems?

Design:
Designing with restrictionsProducing orthographic
projections

Evaluate:
At each stage of
making, how can you
improve your product?
Would you change
anything?

Templates:
How are templates
useful during
manufacture?

Materials:
Working with timbers
& metals. Design and
make an autonoma
toy

MECHANICAL
TOY

PROJECT

Design: CAD
What is computer aided
design? Understanding how
we use CAD/CAM to create
products

Evaluate:
How is CAD/CAM
used in industry?
Understanding an
See a project
orthographic
through from CAD
drawing
to final outcome

POSCA
PROJECT

Materials:
Working with softwoods and
manmade boards.

Evaluate:
What makes a good
Tangram? How can you
improve your skills?

YEAR

Make:
Wood joints
Use of hand tools and
machines

YEAR

TANGRAM
PROJECT
Materials:
Hardwoods, softwoods &
manmade boards. Where
does timber come from?
Design:
Understanding how
to communicate
ideas through
isometric drawing.

7

Introduction to
the workshop:
Health and Safety

After
choosing
options in
year 8, focus
your studies in
GCSE DT in
years 9 -11,
through
exciting, real
life projects.
Deepen your
understanding
of DT in the
world around
us whilst
developing
products that
help various
needs and
users.

Work in more
depth on
projects,
honing your
practical
skills,
improving
your
resilience &
problem
solving whilst
developing
independence
in the
workshop.

YEAR

8

Materials:
Timbers - hardwoods and
softwoods, why do we use
them?

MONEYBOX
PROJECT

Initial Concept
Sketches:
What ideas do
you have
already? Can
you visualize
them?

Testing /
Modelling:
Use various testing
and modelling
methods to develop
your product

MICRO
NEA

Make:
What is vacuum forming
& line bending?
How have we used them
to make the project?

What have you
learned during this
project?

AO1:Research & investigation
Further understand the context. Client
interviews, product and designer
research.

AO1: Specification & Brief:
Clarify the needs and
wants of the project
writing your own brief &
specification

EXAM
REVISION
Design:
Use Fusion 360
to create a CAD
model of your
product.

End of unit
assessments
throughout Y10 &
11

AO2: Generate &
Develop Design Ideas:
Develop your sketches
and communicate
ideas. Developing
them using modelling
techniques

AO3: Realise
Design ideas:
Manufacture your
product using skills
and processes
used throughout
your DT journey.

Experience a
wide range of
fun and
exciting
projects that
teach you
valuable skills
in the
workshop,
understanding
different
materials and
how they work
.

